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Abstract—AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AU-
TOSAR) is a central standardization in the automotive indus-
try which was developed to address the increasing complexity
in the automotive embedded development. In this paper, we
share results from an interview-based case study in which we
explore the requirements engineering process of an AUTOSAR-
Tier-2 supplier. Our results confirm well-known challenges re-
garding requirements communication, and verification in the
cross-organizational requirements engineering process. These
challenges are related to those modules that handle complex
sensors and actuators, where specific requirements from the car
manufacturers are required beyond the AUTOSAR standard
requirements. We report that using the AUTOSAR standard
brings commodity advantages, however the presence of non-
AUTOSAR requirements results in (partly well-known) require-
ments challenges in the automotive domain. We believe that
approaching these challenges from a broad ecosystem perspective
will allow future research to address these challenges with
tailored requirements engineering processes that facilitate col-
laboration between all AUTOSAR ecosystem parties.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of Software Ecosystems (SECOs) is a recent
development within the software industry [1], [2]. It implies
a shift from closed-organizations to open structures where
external actors become involved in the development to create
competitive value [3], [1].

Based on the ecosystem classification model [3], Knauss
and Damian [4] understand the automotive value chain as
an ecosystem of cross-organizational collaborations among
automotive suppliers. In this ecosystem, Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) are in the role of an ecosystem coor-
dinator. The ecosystem is privately owned, and participation
to it is based on a list of screened actors.

The automotive ecosystem is characterized by relying heav-
ily on complex supplier networks, and strong dependence on
hardware and software development [4]. Due to the increasing
number of networked components, a level of complexity has
been reached which is difficult to handle using traditional
development processes [5]. The automotive industry addresses
this problem through a paradigm shift from a hardware-
, component-driven to a requirement- and function-driven

development process, and a stringent standardization of in-
frastructure elements. One central standardization initiative is
the AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) [5].
The principal aim of the AUTOSAR standard is to master the
growing complexity of automotive electronic architectures [6].
In this paper, we refer to the AUTOSAR ecosystem as a subset
of the automotive ecosystem, where different actors participate
in value creation (i.e. development of software components)
by exchanging products and services based on a technical
platform defined by the AUTOSAR standard.

Several challenging areas, including requirements engineer-
ing, are reported in the automotive domain. OEMs and suppli-
ers need to communicate requirements based on imprecise and
incomplete requirements documents. In this regard, Fricker [7]
highlights that the requirements value chain is little understood
beyond software projects. It is unclear which requirements
communication, collaboration, and decision-making principles
lead to efficient, value-creating and sustainable alignment of
interests between interdependent stakeholders across software
projects and products. This however is important as Fricker
[8] highlights, because the way the interests and expectations
of stakeholders of SECOs are communicated is critical for
whether they are heard, hence whether the stakeholders are
successful in influencing future solutions to meet their needs.

In the AUTOSAR ecosystem, there are three major stake-
holders whose interests must be heard and fulfilled: 1) An
OEM that purchases Electronic Control Units (ECUs) from
AUTOSAR-Tier-1 suppliers. 2) AUTOSAR-Tier-1 suppliers
who produce ECUs specifically for an OEM and sell them
directly to the OEM, and 3) AUTOSAR-Tier-2 suppliers who
deliver software components to AUTOSAR-Tier-1 suppliers,
and have no direct contact with the OEM.

To narrow down the scope of the study, we took the
perspective of an AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier. Thus, in this
paper, we report from a case study in which we explored
the cross-organizational requirements engineering process in
the AUTOSAR ecosystem and the existing challenges in this
process for an AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier. We believe our
study increases the knowledge about the cross-organizational



requirements engineering process in the AUTOSAR ecosystem
and projects the existing challenges in this process. Future
research can be conducted from the Tier-1 suppliers’ and
OEMs’ perspectives in order to gain a broader picture of
the existing challenges of requirements engineering in the
AUTOSAR ecosystems.

The remaining of the report is structured as the following:
Section II presents the research background on the technical
concept of AUTOSAR. Section III presents the related work.
Section IV presents the research methodology, and V presents
the research findings. Discussions and conclusions follow in
Sections VI and VII respectively.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

In what follows, we provide an overview of the AUTOSAR
technical concept.

A. AUTOSAR Technical Concept

As Figure 1 illustrates, the technical concept of the AU-
TOSAR approach is based on a layered model [9], [10]. In
this standard architecture, standardization of the interfaces
for AUTOSAR Software Components, operating systems and
Basic Software, is a central element to support scalability and
transferability of functions across ECUs of different vehicle
platforms [10]. The communication between different com-
ponents of the architecture relies on standardized interfaces.
These interfaces facilitate exchange of components, delivered
by different suppliers [11]. The architectural layers are de-
scribed in more detail in what follows.

Fig. 1. AUTOSAR Layered Architecture

a) AUTOSAR Runtime Environment Layer: The AU-
TOSAR architecture, Figure 1, introduces a Virtual Functional
Bus (VFB), which separates applications from infrastructure
[5]. The VFB provides standardized communication mecha-
nisms and services for these components [5], [10], [12]. The
AUTOSAR Runtime Environment (RTE) can be interpreted as
the runtime implementation of the VFB on a specific ECU.

b) AUTOSAR Application Layer: An application consists
of interconnected AUTOSAR Software Components (SW-Cs)
that encapsulate automotive functionality or pieces of it (i.e.
interfaces, resource requirements, timing, etc) [5], [10]. An
AUTOSAR SW-C interacts with other SW-Cs and with the
services and resources available on the ECU via the RTE.

c) AUTOSAR Basic Software Layer: The AUTOSAR
architecture includes a well-specified standardized Basic Soft-
ware (BSW) layer, which closes the gap between micro-
controller hardware and application software [5]. To distin-
guish between hardware-dependent and hardware-independent
functionalities, the BSW is divided into the following layers:

• Services Layer, which provides system services such
as diagnostic services, memory management, ECU state
management and operating system [5], [10], [12], [13].

• ECU Abstraction Layer, which abstracts the ECU layout
(i.e. how peripherals are connected to the CPU) from the
layers above. Although this layer is ECU specific, it is
independent from the microcontroller [5], [10].

• Microcontroller Abstraction Layer, which contains
microcontroller-specific drivers such as I/O drivers to
control digital inputs or outputs and ADC-drivers to
convert analogue signals to digital values.

• Complex Drivers, where modules that handle complex
sensors and actuators with strong real time or specific
electromechanical hardware requirements, are located [5],
[10]. These modules can not be standardized within
AUTOSAR [5], [13]. However, they are under strong
boundary conditions of performing AUOTSAR interfaces.
Therefore, in this layer, specific knowledge and intel-
lectual property of OEMs and suppliers are affected
which could be competition related, because it enables
the companies to design their products in a cost effective
way [5].

III. RELATED WORK

Gorschek and Davis [14] highlight that assessing the quality
of the products of the requirements engineering process is
not sufficient when examining requirements engineering pro-
cesses. Thus, they present a framework of dependent variables
to consider when assessing the quality of requirements engi-
neering processes. In this framework, the dependent variables
reside within five dimensions, namely: Requirements phase,
Project, Product, Company, and Society.

Based on the provided framework by Gorschek and Davis
[14], Fernandez et al. [15] provide a set of dependent variables,
and illustrate to what extent the identified variables are measur-
able and actionable. Fernandez et al. [15] note that among the
identified phenomena, Incomplete or Hidden Requirements has
transversal manifestations to all dimensions. In particular, time
delays and wasted efforts are directly caused by the mentioned
phenomenon. In addition, they note that Communication Flaws
to Customers and Inconsistent Requirements directly cause
additional communication and replaning.

With regards to the challenges in the automotive domain,
Broy [16] reports that, Original Equipment Manufacturers



(OEMs) and suppliers need to communicate requirements via
requirements specifications which are imprecise and incom-
plete. He further highlights that the more complex systems
are, the more important it is to use good product models to
support the integrity of information exchanged between the
suppliers.

Furthermore, Braun et al. [17] report three fundamental
challenges they observed in the automotive industry. The
reported challenges are increasing size and complexity of
software-intensive embedded systems, increasing economical
relevance of software in the automotive domain, and in-
appropriate requirements engineering. With regards to the
third challenge, the authors further highlight that based on
their experiences, requirements engineering processes in the
automotive industry are ad-hoc and not well-defined in most
cases. Requirements are mostly documented in the form of
natural language statements, structured by predefined require-
ments templates. As a result, motivated by the fundamental
challenges, the authors develop a field proven process for
supporting requirements engineering process in the automotive
industry. The developed guide is based on the following four
principles:

• Consider system decomposition explicitly
• Distinguish between problem and solution
• Keep the documentation model-based
• Focus on artefacts

The authors report that the developed guide was applied in two
experiments. The results demonstrated that the specification
quality (in terms of correctness and consistency) significantly
increased, and the applied approach was cost-effective.

The companies involved in our case study have a long
history of improvement initiatives in their (requirements engi-
neering) processes. Our findings in the AUTOSAR ecosystem
suggest that while such guidelines can help to overcome
challenges for some parts of the requirements (i.e. those that
are common for AUTOSAR development), other parts of
the requirements need special attention and communication-
centric and iterative approaches.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We aimed to understand the Requirements Engineering
(RE) process of an AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier, as well as
focusing on what cross-organizational challenges exist in their
RE process. Therefore, considering the research purpose and
questions, we found the Constructivist worldview [18] the
most applicable, and took a qualitative approach.

We conducted an exploratory case study at an AUTOSAR-
Tier-2 supplier. In this study, we ask the following research
questions:

RQ1: How does the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier conduct
requirements engineering in the AUTOSAR Ecosystem?

RQ2: What are the cross-organizational challenges of re-
quirements engineering for the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier, in
the AUTOSAR Ecosystem?

As Runeson and Höst [19] state, there are five major steps
to take in conducting a case study. We started the study by

identifying the research objectives and planning. We prepared
a study protocol which contained our research objectives,
research questions, and plans for data collection and analysis.
We then executed our data collection procedure, and in parallel
conducted hypothesis-generating techniques to analyze the
collected data.

In what follows we describe the case company, together
with the units of analysis we used for data triangulation. Next,
we reflect on our data collection and analysis procedures, and
proceed by discussing the research validity.

A. Units of Analysis

In what follows, we describe the companies from which we
selected the interview subjects.

1) AUTOSAR-Tier-2 Supplier: The first round of inter-
views (i.e. the first seven interviews) was conducted at an
AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier, which is located in Sweden. The
supplier company produces an embedded platform, which
provides a complete set of features, conforming to the BSW
and RTE standard layers of AUTOSAR (described in Section
II). As one of the ecosystem actors, the company delivers
the platform to AUTOSAR-Tier-1 suppliers, who will use
the platform when building AUTOSAR-compliant Electronic
Control Units (ECUs).

In addition, the company produces a tool chain, which
provides a complete embedded software development environ-
ment for their platform. The tool chain provides tools for dif-
ferent types of tasks, including application development, em-
bedded platform development, and system integration. Thus,
the tool packages are intended for various users. Application
developers can benefit from Application Developers package
as development environment, while system integrators can use
the Integrator package for integrating a set of components
into a complete application and connecting the integrated
application to the embedded software platform. Furthermore,
embedded software developers can use the Platform Developer
package for configuring the software modules of AUTOSAR
Basic Software layer, when developing the embedded plat-
form.

With respect to software ecosystem terminology, we inter-
pret this case company to be in the role of one ecosystem
actor, collaborating with others to provide software products
and services to consumers. Even though the company provides
(the implementation of) one of the platforms in the ecosystem
as well as a development environment, the company does not
completely satisfy the role of a ecosystem platform provider
(since the generic AUTOSAR standard is controlled by the
AUTOSAR consortium, while the specific platform for a car
is controlled by its manufacturer).

The company uses a dual licensing model for the above
mentioned products. The products are developed under an
Open Source license for transparency and communication
purposes, while they are sold under a commercial license to
ensure legal requirements of the customers.

When it came to selecting the interviewees, we shared
the study proposal with the company contact, and asked



him to introduce interviewees to us who had been involved
in the AUTOSAR projects of the company. The introduced
participants were all experienced developers who had also
managed different AUTOSAR development projects at the
company.

In addition, since the AUTOSAR standard is mostly applied
to the software platform product, the majority of the selected
participants were the ones who were involved in projects
related to the platform development (five out of seven). We
noted that the data from all the interviews at this company is
consistent and similar. Therefore, we did not decide to increase
the number of interviews at this unit of analysis. However, we
noted that other parties in the AUTOSAR ecosystem, Tier-
1 suppliers and the car manufacturer, have a share in the
identified classes of data. Therefore, we decided to triangulate
the collected data with those parties who have been involved
in the AUTOSAR projects.

For the next rounds of interviews, we used the snowball
technique to reach out to the company contacts. As a result,
we could manage to arrange six more interviews in three
different companies among the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier’s
collaborators.

2) AUTOSAR-Tier-1 Suppliers: We conducted four semi-
structured interviews with four interview subjects from two
Tier-1 supplier companies (two interviews at each company).

The first Tier-1 supplier we came in contact with is located
in Sweden, and consists of expert engineers who design
and develop control systems for vehicles. The company sells
Engine Management Systems (EMSes), which are optimized
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) and can be adapted to the
customers’ (car manufacturers) sensors and actuators.

The company also has several fully equipped laboratories
for integration of software and hardware components, as well
as testing ECUs.

While the solutions are developed in-house at this company,
the development takes place in a close collaboration with car
manufacturers.

While the interviews with two engineers confirmed our
previous findings, we realized that the company had recently
started a project with the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier and
thus, the interviewees had a limited experience to reflect on.
Therefore, we decided to contact another Tier-1 supplier whom
could reflect on a broader experience with the AUTOSAR-
Tier-2 supplier.

As a result, we arranged two more interviews with two
system engineers from another company which is located in
Norway, and provides products in the following four cate-
gories:

• Interior: Safety and comfort related products for vehicle
interiors

• Drive line: Gear shift systems for light-duty vehicles
• Fluid transfer: Fluid handling systems for commercial

vehicles and passenger cars
• Driver Control: Driver control and chassis related prod-

ucts for commercial vehicles

The data from the interviews confirmed the previous find-
ings. Thus, we did not plan further data collection from
AUTOSAR-Tier-1 suppliers.

3) Car Manufacturer: We arranged two interviews with a
project manager and a developer from the car manufacturer
company, headquartered in Sweden, which has been in busi-
ness with the previous studied units.

The developer had a limited experience in the projects with
the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier, however he could reflect on
how the specifications are prepared to be handed over to the
suppliers.

The project manager was informed about a number of
existing communication challenges among the AUTOSAR par-
ties, and could provide further insights on why requirements
communication becomes complex throughout the projects.

B. Data Collection

We conducted seven semi-structured interviews [20] at the
AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier, with seven interview subjects who
had dual roles of project manager and software developer. To
triangulate the collected data [21], we conducted six additional
interviews, with two Tier-1 suppliers and one car manufacturer
(two interviews at each company).

Prior to conducting each round of interviews, we prepared
an interview guide, which follows the funnel model [19]. We
verified the accuracy and correctness of the interview guides
through review sessions with faculty members who have prior
experience in the automotive domain.

The interview guides1 begin with open questions on the
subject’s background and his knowledge about what the com-
pany does in the AUTOSAR projects. To address the first
research question, the guides proceed with asking about the
subject’s understanding of requirements engineering, and how
it is conducted in the AUTOSAR projects. To address the
second research question, the guides proceed with asking about
what challenges the subjects have experienced when managing
requirements and if they have any suggestions for overcoming
the challenges. At the end, we summarized the key points in
each interview to get feedback from the interviewees and avoid
misunderstandings. Then we asked if there is any point that
the subjects wished to reflect on, to give them a chance if they
wanted to elaborate further.

Furthermore, we used scripts for the beginning and closure
of the interviews as suggested by Jacob and Furgerson [22].
The scripts contained notes for sharing critical details, research
purpose, how the data would be used, assuring confidentiality
and anonymity, gaining permission for recording the session,
as well as asking the subject for the possibility of future
follow-ups on the interview through e-mail.

We tape recorded the interviews and transcribed them
afterwards, as recommended by Runeson and Höst [19].

1The interview guides can be found at https://www.dropbox.com/
s/5m2ju7717jcugwi/Guide.pdf?dl=0 and https://www.dropbox.com/s/
lwhzokh9ja49hx1/Guide2.pdf?dl=0



C. Data Analysis

We analyzed the interview data iteratively, using the The-
matic Analysis technique [23]. In what follows, we explain
the six steps of the technique we used to analyze the data:

a) Familiarization with the Data: After each interview
was conducted, we transcribed the interview, and reviewed the
content of the transcription. In addition, after each round of
interview, we reiterated reviewing the transcriptions to re-gain
the overall picture.

b) Generating Initial Codes: After every review, we
manually identified the parts of transcription that were related
to our research questions. In some cases, we further identified
sub-codes in the transcription.

c) Searching for Themes: At this step, we identified
common themes for the identified codes.

d) Reviewing Themes: At this step, we revised the identi-
fied themes, to determine whether they should be modified, or
if any new theme should be added. In some cases, we identified
sub-themes for the previously identified themes, as well as re-
grouped the codes into new themes.

e) Defining Themes: As a continuation of the previous
step, at this step we tried to find relations between the themes
and the research questions. We named and categorized the
themes into three categories, based on the three research
questions.

f) Reporting the Results: We present the results in Sec-
tion V.

D. Research Validity

To address the validity aspects of the research, in what
follows we will use the trustworthiness criteria discussed by
Shenton [24]; credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability.

g) Research Credibility: To increase the research credi-
bility, we used the guidelines provided by Shenton [24]. We
believe that the following strategies helped us increase the
credibility of the study:

• In order to develop early familiarity with the AUTOSAR-
Tier-2 supplier company, we visited the company prior to
interviews and consulted relevant documents regarding
their company and products. For the other companies
that were partly not located in Gothenburg, we relied on
information available on the web as well as through the
gatekeeper [24], who helped us reach out to the subject.

• Through gatekeepers [24], we ensured that our subjects
have been involved in related projects and know about
requirements engineering practices of the companies.

• To get more evidence about the cross-organizational
challenges, we used the data-triangulation technique [21],
and collected data from additional sources i.e. Tier-1
suppliers, and an OEM, who have collaborated with the
AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier in AUTOSAR projects.

• To help ensure honesty in subjects, we informed them
that the data will be used anonymously and asked them
if they are comfortable with having their voice recorded.
The majority of the interviewees indicated that they do

not have any sensitive data to talk about and if they come
across such data, they will ask me to pause the recorder.
Only in one case the subject was uncomfortable with
tape-recording, so we stopped the recorder and only took
notes while interviewing. We checked the notes with the
subject and got his confirmation that we could use the
notes anonymously.

• We had several meetings both with experts in the field,
for improvements in the interview guides and feedback
on our approach of analyzing the collected data.
h) Research Transferability: Since the findings of a

qualitative project are specific to a small number of particular
environments and individuals, it is impossible to demonstrate
that the findings and conclusions are applicable to other situa-
tions and populations [24]. In spite of this, although each case
may be unique, it is also an example within a broader group,
thus the prospect of transferability should not be immediately
rejected [24]. Therefore, if practitioners believe their situations
to be similar to that described in the study, they may relate the
findings to their own positions [24]. We have tried our best
to report rich description of the phenomenon under scrutiny
[24] to enable future researchers to relate the study to their
research.

i) Research Dependability: In order to address the re-
search dependability, we tried to report the processes within
the study in detail, thereby enabling a future researcher to
repeat the work, if not necessarily to gain the same results.
We believe our coverage of research design, and operational
detail of data gathering allows the reader to evaluate the extent
to which proper research practices have been followed.

j) Research Confirmability: While in our qualitative
study, the intrusion of the researchers biases is inevitable, as
suggested by Shenton [24], we believe the data-triangulation
attempt, and detailed methodological description contribute to
the research confirmability.

V. RESEARCH FINDINGS

In this section, we present the findings for the research
questions (See Section I). In what follows we present the
Requirements Engineering (RE) activities of the AUTOSAR-
Tier-2 supplier, and the cross-organizational challenges of RE
from the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier perspective.

A. Requirements Engineering Process

As Figure 2 illustrates, the Original Equipment Manufac-
turer (OEM) provides the primary requirements specifications,
containing AUTOSAR requirements and supplementary re-
quirements, to the Tier-1 supplier. The supplementary require-
ments are for the complex drivers of the BSW layer, which can
not be standardized within AUTOSAR (See Section II). The
Tier-1 supplier in turn sub-contracts parts of the requirements
specification to the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier, who is respon-
sible for delivering the platform and infrastructure software,
according to the BSW and RTE standard layers of AUTOSAR
(See Section II). In some cases, the Tier-1 supplier requests
additional quality requirements for the Electronic Control



Units (ECUs) that must be supported by the software that
is delivered by the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier. As one of the
interview subjects from the Tier-2 supplier stated: ”The quality
requirements come in the form of a wish list. So, later we are
responsible to translate the wish list to more concrete quality
requirements. We would need to communicate with the Tier-1
supplier to investigate in detail what the specific requirement
is for a certain quality attribute, say performance.” After the
AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier receives the requirements specifi-
cation, they analyze the specification to identify the common
AUTOSAR requirements which were asked for in previous
projects with the same OEM. All interview subjects from the
AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier agreed that typically, about 75% to
80% of the requirements are AUTOSAR specific and common
across the projects. AUTOSAR requirements are mapped to
the architectural components and test cases. Therefore, after
identifying the common requirements, it would be simple to
find the associated architectural components to the require-
ments, and reuse them, together with their associated test
cases.

Often however, the OEM specifies a number of new require-
ments that form the remaining 20% of the received require-
ments specifications. After identifying those new requirements,
developers of the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier implement them,
using agile development processes. Typically the development
teams adopt principles from SCRUM, such as having planning
and review meetings, and product owners who join the weekly
meetings with the OEM and Tier-1 suppliers. However, there
are cases in which the developers need more flexibility in
their way of developing due to having intensive periods of
development. In that case, the development teams find Kanban
more suitable for managing their development-related tasks.

The AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier is responsible to develop
test cases for verifying the supplementary (non-AUTOSAR)
requirements. As three interviewees highlighted, it can be
time-consuming to develop the test cases for the supplemen-
tary requirements. One project manager stated that: ”We would
prefer very much to receive the verification tests from the
OEM, which can likely be more thoroughly developed.” He
continued: ”Sometimes we are too busy to make sure that
the tests are complete and cover the important aspects. We
want those owning the supplementary requirements write the
verification tests.”

After the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier delivers the software
platform and infrastructure to the Tier-1 supplier, the Tier-1
supplier integrates the software and hardware components, and
delivers the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) to the OEM. The
OEM then integrates the ECU components to test cars to verify
and validate the components all together. The verification
and validation process can take from weeks to months. After
validation, the OEM reports the identified defects to the
suppliers, and depending on which components need to be
improved, different suppliers are responsible to fix the defects.

Fig. 2. The AUTOSAR Supply Chain

B. Challenges of Cross-Organizational Requirements Engi-
neering

We identified two areas in which the AUTOSAR-Tier-
2 supplier has experienced major challenges, namely: re-
quirements communication, and requirements verification. In
what follows, we further explain each class of challenges,
respectively.

1) Requirements Communication: The challenges of re-
quirements communication are regarding distribution and clar-
ification of the supplementary requirements (i.e. approx. 20%
of the received requirements). We elaborate on each aspect in
what follows.

a) Requirements Distribution: The OEM provides the
requirements specifications, which are prepared by several
internal departments, to Tier-1 and Tier-2 suppliers. When the
suppliers receive the requirements specifications, they need to
analyse and distribute the requirements among themselves in
order to provide the quotations to the OEM. Specifications of
the supplementary requirements can contain inconsistencies
and ambiguities which can lead to uncertainty on how to
distribute some of the requirements concerning the hardware
and software interfaces. In addition, some of the specified
requirements are not relevant to the ECUs to be delivered
by the suppliers. The inconsistencies need to be filtered out
of the specifications, a task for which the suppliers have
only few weeks before they need to provide the quotations.
Thus, the suppliers often continue analyzing and dividing the
requirements among themselves throughout the project. This
can be time-consuming and lead to conflicts with the initial
commitments that the suppliers make in the beginning of the
project. The two interviewees from the second Tier-1 supplier
stated that with such uncertainties and limited time, it is a
complex task to prepare the quotations and plan the project.

We asked the interview subjects, from the AUTOSAR-Tier-
2 and Tier-1 suppliers, if they have suggestions for resolving
the distribution problem. Six interviewees out of eleven be-
lieved the OEM should provide requirements specifications
that are more consistent and of a higher quality. The subjects
believed that the more correct specifications they receive, the



less need they would have to analyze the requirements for
distribution among themselves.

b) Requirements Clarification: When there is uncer-
tainties, the requirements owners (from the OEM) provide
specifications that include vague or open-ended requirements.
Consequently, future clarifications become essential. However,
OEM, and Tier-1 suppliers are large companies, which are
sometimes geographically dispersed. In addition, not all de-
partments in the OEM organization are used to agile software
development and continuous improvement. Thus, reaching out
to right people who are willing to clarify the ambiguities con-
tinuously becomes time-consuming and likely failure-prone.
As an interviewee stated: ”We try not to guess when there is an
unclear requirement, however it is really tempting sometimes
to do that because I see no other way forward.”

The interview subjects from the suppliers believed that
the quality of the specifications should increase to minimize
the need for clarifications. In addition, they believed if the
requirements owners intentionally leave some requirements
open-ended, then they should follow up on those requirements
as the project goes forward. In regards to requirements com-
munication, one of the interviewees from the OEM pointed
out that in their new project, they have started using an issue
tracker for requirements management, to which all the suppli-
ers, involved in the project, have access. He believed, using
the issue tracker has facilitated requirements management, and
thereby requirements communication. The other interviewee
did not have detailed views on how the requirements owners
manage communication with the suppliers. Thus, he could not
provide further insights in this regards.

2) Requirements Verification: As mentioned earlier, after
the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier delivers the software package
to the Tier-1 supplier, it takes the Tier-1 supplier weeks to
deliver the ECU to the OEM. Then it can take the OEM
weeks and sometimes months to arrive at the verification and
validation stages. When the defects are identified and reported
back to the suppliers, they have already started other projects.
Moreover, since the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 suppliers might have
subcontracted some parts to other suppliers, they should either
undertake further costs to keep those suppliers available, or
they might lose access to those suppliers when defects related
to the subcontracted parts are reported.

Two interviewees from the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier and
three interviewees from the Tier-1 suppliers believed that in
order to overcome this problem, when making contracts, they
should plan in such a way that time and budget is allocated
for support and maintenance phase of the project.

VI. DISCUSSION

In what follows, we provide discussions about the identified
classes of challenges for the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier in the
AUTOSAR ecosystem.

A. Requirements Communication

Braun et al. [17] observe that inappropriate requirements
engineering is among the fundamental challenges in the

automotive industry. In this regard, Broy [16] reports that
requirements communication is challenging in the automotive
industry due to relying on requirements specifications that are
neither complete nor precise. In addition, Fernandez et al. [15]
identify that wasted time and efforts are directly caused by
underspecified and incomplete requirements.

Our results indicate similar communication challenges in
the AUTOSAR ecosystem for the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 suppliers.
However, the identified challenges are related mainly to those
requirements that are defined by the OEM and can not be
standardized within the AUTOSAR standard. Thus, we believe
using the AUTOSAR standard brings the commodity effects,
reported by Holmström Olsson and Bosch [25]. However,
the commodity effects can not be leveraged fully due to the
presence of non-standard requirements.

Within the AUTOSAR ecosystem, we therefore see a unique
chance to address this well-known challenge. For the commod-
ity parts (re-occurring AUTOSAR requirements), the highest
level of quality should be aimed for, since these requirements
will be reused many times. By using proven guidelines and
methodologies (such as by Braun et al. [17]), a strong frame-
work can be established.

However, future research should investigate on how to
address company specific requirements with such a framework.
As Weber and Weisbrod [26] highlight, well-organized specifi-
cation reviews are essential for a successful manufacturer and
supplier relationship. However, according to the interviews, the
OEM is a large company with several departments, each with
several sections and sub-groups. Each department contributes
to some part of the specifications. In this set-up, synchronizing
the departments is a complex task. Close collaboration, a focus
on communication, and an iterative approach seem to be most
appropriate to address these challenges. A clear distinction
between standard and non-standard requirements with the
AUTOSAR ecosystem however would be a prerequisite and
would provide high value to all ecosystem actors.

B. Requirements Verification

We identified that long verification feedback loops are costly
for the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier as well as for the overall
ecosystem value stream.

We believe the possibility of software reuse, test case reuse,
and well-defined interfaces are among the commodity effects,
reported by Holmström Olsson and Bosch [25], that reduce the
size of the reported defects. However, most trouble reports are
related to the newly defined requirements from the OEM, and
integration of several ECUs.

Our interviewees highlighted that when making contracts,
it is important to allocate time and budget to support the
maintenance phase of the projects, so that managing the
reported defects would not be as costly. In this regard, Broy
[16] reports the need for adapting processes that address
maintenance of the software of the cars. More generally, we
would argue that an iterative approach that allows feedback
and changes on various implementations, will be beneficial.
Thus, we believe in addition to planning for the maintenance



phase of the project, OEM, AUTOSAR-Tier-2, and Tier-1
suppliers can consider adoption of Continuous Integration
(CI), and Continuous Delivery (CD) throughout the software
supply network. Adopting CI enables the AUTOSAR-Tier-
2 supplier to gain continuous awareness of the state of the
products and identify the product defects more frequently and
earlier.

VII. CONCLUSION

AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) is
a central standardization in the automotive industry that can
be used to manage growing electrical/electronic complexity.
In this paper we report from a case study in which we
investigated the Requirements Engineering (RE) process of an
AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier and discovered two areas where
the supplier has experienced cross-organizational challenges
in the AUTOSAR ecosystem.

The identified cross-organizational challenges are regard-
ing communication and verification of the non-AUTOSAR
requirements, specified by the OEM. We believe using the
AUTOSAR standard brings commodity effects by providing
consistent specifications, well-defined interfaces, and the pos-
sibility of software reuse. However, we found that from a
holistic ecosystem perspective, commodity effects are not fully
leveraged due to the presence of non-AUTOSAR requirements.
In addition, we believe by adopting continuous integration
and delivery, the AUTOSAR-Tier-2 supplier can benefit from
shorter verification loops and reduced likelihood of introducing
defects.

In future research, we believe focus can be put on broad-
ening the scope of this study, thus leading to requirements
engineering processes that involve all parties of the AUTOSAR
ecosystem to address the existing challenges.
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